Chemical genetics-based target identification in drug discovery.
Identification of novel, validated targets remains a top priority in modern drug discovery. Chemical genetics represents a powerful approach to the discovery of new targets. Unlike the traditional target-based screen that relies on a predefined, sometimes poorly validated target, a chemical genetics-based phenotypic screen probes the entire molecular signaling pathway in an efficient and unbiased manner for the most drug-sensitive node. The most significant obstacle associated with this approach is identification of the efficacy targets of small-molecule probes. The huge potential of chemical genetics cannot be realized without the establishment of reliable mechanisms for target identification. In this article, we describe each essential element of the chemical genetics process, discuss common challenges that the field is facing, and critically review various biochemical and genetics approaches recently developed for target deconvolution. We also attempt to summarize lessons that we have collectively learned and provide a practical perspective to facilitate the advancement of chemical genetics.